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still, this conclusion to the story is a victory for the series. it was originally conceived as a feature,
but the filming problems of david lynch's original version of the film meant that it didn't get made.

fire walk with me was shot and edited while lynch was working on the straight story, and he used the
extra time to make a more straightforward narrative of the series in a way that he could approach as

a film. while it didn't go as far as what lynch had originally intended, it did accomplish the goal of
providing an ending for the series. it was the first film in over twenty years to really feel like a finale,

and it still feels fresh and compelling, even after twenty years. twin peaks the series was never
about what happened to laura palmer in the fall of 1989. it was about the investigation, about what
happened to the people of twin peaks, and about the town's reaction to them. fire walk with me was

never going to change that, but it does serve as a fitting ending to the series, a dark ending that
captures the fear and terror of the town and the fact that the monsters still lurk in the woods. it's the

sign of a show that knows where it's going and how to get there, even if it never quite makes it to
the end point. one of the things about the original twin peaks is that it was more of a concept than a

show. the idea behind it was that the town itself was a place that didn't exist in reality, and when
cooper found out he would go into the lodge and find out what actually happened there. this is

echoed in the way that fire walk with me is presented, as the film turns into a series of vignettes
rather than a coherent narrative. this structure was clearly a result of the studio's mandate to make
a film in the wake of the second season of the show, but it also served to better capture the mood of

the town, where people are on edge and high-strung.
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the film doesn't change much in the final act of fire walk with
me, but it does add several new characters. while cooper is

still at the fbi field office and on his way to the double r,
gordon cole (james marshall) is shot in the head and killed by

an unknown assailant. while he was killed offscreen in the
original cut, in the missing pieces his body is shown, and it is
wearing a bulletproof vest. in addition, the film adds a walkie-
talkie that is used by deputy andy brennan (michael ontkean)

and then later by his replacement, deputy donna hayward
(madchen amick) to keep cooper informed about the situation,
which is revealed to be an elaborate setup. with this little bit of

information, most fans will be satisfied, and that is an
unfortunate thing. fire walk with me takes the mystery and
intrigue of twin peaks and confuses the hell out of it, but far

more so. the filmmakers themselves may have had some idea
of this final chapter in the show, as the film is often

deliberately "off the wall" (lynch's words), combining the
tropes of twin peaks and other lynchian films, of the complete
unknown and the mysterious man in the red suit, of the surreal

and the hyperreal, of the dreamlike and the horrific. this is a
film that is its own creature, and as lynch has admitted, this is

an experiment that's never been done before on this scale.
where twin peaks often seemed to be somewhat loose and free-

wheeling, this film feels a bit tighter, more scripted, and its
ending, with its sudden cut to black, might have been the

biggest clue of all. if this film is any indication, the ambiguity of
twin peaks was always in the writing, and lynch was always

aware of his responsibility to the audience, to leave them with
the same questions he and mark frost created. while the film

itself was not as well received, twin peaks remains a
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fascinating study of the dark side of small-town life, and that's
something that fire walk with me certainly isn't. it's lynch's

most personal film, and it's also a film that's never been seen
again, a tantalizing glimpse at the mysteries of the past.
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